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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

T

he Village of Victor received a New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation grant to develop a Community Forestry Management Plan. The
results of that planning effort are presented in four Sections in this document.

Section 1 describes the history of the program in the Village
along with current management practices, policies and
ordinances for public street trees along 17 miles of streets and
in three parks. The Village has developed a significant public
tree program as a result of a cooperative effort between the
Village Tree Board and Department of Public Works, a strong
tree ordinance, and support by the Village Board for the
program. The Village is a Tree City USA community and has
also received the Growth Award from the National Arbor Day
Foundation. Annually it holds a vibrant Arbor Day Celebration
sponsored by the Village Tree Board. Policies guiding tree
planting, pruning, and removal practices, along with the
supporting Village codes, are presented in this Section.
Section 2 presents the State of the Urban Forest, including
current species diversity, age distribution, and conditions. The
Village has 537 street trees and 81 open planting sites for a
stocking rate of 87%. The street tree population has a good age
distribution as a result of recent planting efforts and is in overall
good condition with minimal priority maintenance

The Village has
developed a
significant public
tree program as
a result of a
cooperative
effort between
the Village Tree
Board and
Department of
Public Works, a
strong tree
ordinance, and
support by the
Village Board for
the program.

requirements. The most significant deficit is the overabundance
of maples species at nearly 50% of the population. As such, the Village should continue
to not plant any additional maples. Planting of ornamental pears and honey locust,
which are nearing recommended frequency levels, should also be minimal. Section 2
also quantifies the environmental and economic benefits of using iTree, a free-to-thepublic resource that provides urban and rural forestry analysis and benefits assessment
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Therefore, for every
dollar spent by the
Village, trees return
$2.76 worth of air
pollution reduction,
heating and cooling
energy savings,
storm water
reduction,
increased property
value, and carbon
dioxide removal.
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tools. Street and park trees return over $70,000 annually in
environmental benefits for a benefit-cost ratio of 2.76.
Therefore, for every dollar spent by the Village, trees return
$2.76 worth of air pollution reduction, heating and cooling
energy savings, storm water reduction, increased property
value, and carbon dioxide removal.

Section 3 details Goals and Action Steps to guide the Village
Tree Board and community forestry program into the future.
Twenty-five ongoing, short-and-longer term goals and
objectives that detail the strategy to further improve the
environmental, health, and economic impact of the tree
program to Village residents are presented. Through these
goals, the Village aims to reach 95% stocking of street trees on
streets (meaning 95% of all sites that could hold a tree will have
a tree), greatly increase the diversity of tree species present,
and initiate a systematic pruning program of young and older trees in the Village. Goals
and Action Steps that clarify policies to improve program administration, tree inventory,
public education and outreach, risk, storm and invasive species management are also
part of the program's future goals.
Section 4 presents the budget necessary to support the goals and needs of the program
based on the identified goals and objectives. Costs for special projects that might be
undertaken in the future are also identified. In all, the Village may spend approximately
$11.75 per capita to maintain a high-level program for its citizens.

Insert Regina’s street tree photo here; below
photo is a place holder
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INTRODUCTION
The Village of Victor has a long history of
managing its public tree resource. This
Community Forestry Management Plan is
a continuation of the Village’s effort to
maximize the benefits of the tree resource
for the residents of the Village and
anyone visiting its tree-lined streets.
Recognition of the profound effect urban
trees have on the environment and the
health and well-being of urban residents
is growing. This recognition is based on
numerous research studies that have
concluded that urban trees help the
environment, provide economic and
health benefits, and improve the
psychological well-being of urban
residents. All these benefits are available to
any resident walking down a treed street in
the Village of Victor.
Many of the benefits of urban trees are
well known, such as reducing and
filtering storm water runoff, filtering
harmful air pollutants that cause asthma
and other respiratory ailments, mitigating
heating and
cooling energy demands, and
sequestering and storing the greenhouse
gas carbon dioxide. Streets lined with
public trees also increase property
values significantly over treeless streets.
However, one of the most dramatic
impacts of urban trees is their positive
effect on the health and psychological
well-being of urban residents.

The Village of Victor has a long history of planting and
maintaining public street trees. This image shows tree
planting in the median of East Parkway in 1981 by the
Department of Works. [Photo credit: Ruth Nellis; son
Michael pictured here]

Urban street trees provide numerous environmental, health,
psychological and economic benefits to the residents of the
Village. The above photograph from 2016 shows trees
planted on East Parkway in 1981. These trees have matured
and provide shade and many other benefits to residents.
[Photo credit: Ruth Nellis]
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Wise management of the public tree resource is critical to the quality of life in the Village as
Victor experiences increased vehicular traffic, continued development pressure, and the
resulting environmental impacts of this urbanization. The Community Forestry Management
Plan provides the framework to guide the publicly-managed urban forestry program in the
Village over the next five years. It is presented in three sections:
•

Section 1 details the physical attributes of the Village that affect the municipal
tree program, along with the municipal tree program’s history and recent
accomplishments, and current policies and administrative structure of the
program.

•

Section 2 is the State of the Urban Forest and the iTree (itree.org) analysis of the
environmental and economic impacts of the municipal forest on the Village.

•

Section 3 contains the management goals and recommendations that will guide
the program into the future.

•

Section 4 presents the budgets for managing the public street tree resource in
the Village based on the conditions and goals developed in this Community
Forestry Management Plan.

Gene Pratt, Village Tree Board Chairperson, addresses the volunteers
participating in Arbor Day 2019. Also pictured (left to right) are Victor Mayor
Gary Hadden, Victor Town Supervisor Jack Marren, and Bob Haggett,
Village Tree Board member.
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Section 1
Introduction, Physiography and History of
Urban Forestry
Physical Geography

T

he Village of Victor public street
tree population is growing in the
right-of-way along 17 miles of
streets and in three parks. The Village
was incorporated in 1879, has a total

area of 1.4 sq. miles and a population of
2,744 (2016 estimate). The land area is
just outside the Ontario lake plain sitting
at an elevation of 577 feet in USDA Plant
Hardiness zone 6a (-10 to -5 degrees F).

Aerial image of the Village circa 1947. The Village lies just outside of the Ontario lake plain at an
elevation of 577 feet and in USDA Hardiness zone 6a. The Village manages public street trees
along 17 miles of streets and in three parks.
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Urban Forestry Management History
Based on historical photographs
of the Village, Victor has
maintained a streetside tree
population for much of its
existence. A formal tree lawn
(planting area between sidewalk
and the street) for public trees
was developed and maintained
even in the early history of the
Village.
Like most upstate municipalities,
American elms dominated the
street tree population in the
Village for most of the first half of
the 1900's. The demise of the
majestic elms in the late 1950s
and early 1960s resulted in the
replanting of the Village with
mostly maples. The existing street
tree population, many of which
are now large diameter mature
and over-mature silver and
Norway maples, are a remnant of
this planting and history.
Main Street in the Village (State
Route 96) was reconstructed in
1988 by the State of New York.
The construction impacted the
Village street tree population as
many large at maturity trees were
planted after the construction was
completed. However, the trees
were planted in sites with
overhead electrical distribution
wires, and most trees have not
survived or have been severely
pruned as a result of distribution
electrical line clearance
requirements.

Public street trees have lined the streets for most of the existence of
the Village (Circa 1900-1910).

(Circa 1900-1910). Public street trees in the Village on Main Street
looking east. School Street can be seen in the foreground to the
right. Note the formal “tree lawn," a planting area between the
sidewalk and the street, existed early in the history of the Village.
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Urban Forestry Program
Tree Ordinance

The Village approved its Tree and Vegetation Ordinance in 2014, and Chapter 153
Trees/Vegetation Sections 153-1 to 153-14 detail the code regulations relative to tree
maintenance, protection and responsibilities in the Village (Appendix 1). Chapter 153 also
establishes the Tree Board and identifies its duties in the Village’s tree management
program. Sections of the Village Code that affect public tree management in the Village are
discussed in the pertinent sections below.

Village Tree Board

The Village of Victor Tree Board was formed in 2014, beginning with a small group of
residents that expanded to include a total of nine members plus a contracted consulting
arborist. Section 153-5 of the Village Code outlines the functioning of the Tree Board and its
responsibilities in the Village.
Based on Section 153-5, Tree Board members are appointed by the Mayor and are
approved by the Village Board. The Tree Board reports annually to the Village Board, and it
works cooperatively with the Department of Public Works to manage the Village tree
resource. The Code also allows the Tree Board to “adopt rules and regulations concerning
its governance and operation."

SPACE RESERVED
FOR.A PHOTO OF
THE CURRENT
TREE BOARD.
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The Village Tree/Vegetation Code directs the Tree Board to “Develop and maintain a
comprehensive tree plan” and to develop a Master List of “tree species for planting” on
Village streets. A Tree Inventory Report was compiled in 2014 to comply with this
requirement of the Code. In addition to the responsibilities detailed in the Code, the
Victor Tree Board has identified its mission as follows:
“The mission of the Tree Board is to enhance and improve our
urban tree assets” through the following initiatives:
§
§
§
§
§

Maintain a computer-based inventory of all trees that reside on
Village property
Promote the planting of tree species that are suitable for our
environment as well as their physical location
Strategize and emphasize a diversity of future tree plantings to
avoid a monoculture of species
Identify and preserve the fine specimens of older trees
Promote public awareness of the importance of our urban forest
through education, community plantings and maintenance of
trees

§

Maintain the National Arbor Day Foundation’s status as Tree City
USA for the Village of Victor

§

Encourage and promote student participation on the Board and
its activities

Department of Public Works

A cooperative working relationship between the Tree Board and Public Works
Department has proven to be an essential component in the management of the Village’s
urban forest. This relationship has allowed the Village to move forward with plans that
have resulted in a significant improvement in overall tree health, the removal of diseased
and dangerous trees, large scale planting of trees in open sites, and three extremely
successful Arbor Day events. Working hand-in-hand in an effort to beautify the Victor
community has served as a model of community volunteers working with Village
employees.
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Section 153-5.4 of the Village Code states the Tree Board should “Receive, review, and
recommend to the Director of Public Works requests from property owners for tree
plantings, pruning and removals on the tree lawn, while 153-5.5 directs the Tree Board to
“Regularly communicate with the
DPW on all matters regarding
Village trees; work closely with the
DPW in planning and
implementing tree planting.”
Section 153-9.A indicates:
“Communication between the
DPW and the Tree Board
regarding any operations that
affect Village trees is essential to
the long-term management of the
Village's trees. This includes, but is
not limited to, notification of tree
pruning, removals, requests for
plantings, utility company activities
relating to trees, and Arbor Day
Village of Victor DPW planting trees on East Parkway in 1981.
and other educational tree
programs.” With this direction, the
Tree Board has worked cooperatively
with the Department of Public Works (DPW) to manage the street tree population.
There are three parks in the Village: Municipal, Harlan Fisher, and Mead Square.
Management of Municipal and Harlan Fischer parks is the responsibility of the Town of
Victor. The Tree Board provides advice only to the Town on management of trees in these
two parks. The Village cooperated with the Town of Victor for the 2017 Arbor Day tree
planting event that was held in Municipal Park. In addition, the Tree Board and Village also
assisted the Town in identifying which ash to treat for emerald ash borer in Municipal Park.
Mead Park currently only harbors a single tree because of space limitations.

Arbor Day celebration group photo from the 2018 celebration and tree planting. The group is composed of DPW
staff, Tree Board members, Village Mayor and Victor Town Supervisor, and a large number of volunteer citizens
including high school students, residents and boy scouts.
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Village Planning Board
Section 153-10.C of the
Village code states:
“Approval by the Village of
Victor Planning Board for
new developments is
contingent upon
submission of a treeplanting plan that is
approved by the Tree
Board.” As such, the Tree
Board has provided review
and recommendations of
planting plans from the
Planning Board, and
“signs-off” their approval
as appropriate. Currently
there is no Village Code
regulating or requiring
protection of trees on private
property or review of plans to
protect trees from construction
damage.

Since 2015
steps have
been taken
to protect
the Village
tree
population
from
emerald ash
borer.
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Arbor Day
An important function of the
Tree Board is the celebration of Arbor
Day in April each year near the time
of the National Arbor Day
Foundation’s date of the last Friday in
April. The Arbor Day celebration has
become the Board’s largest and most
high-profile event. Five Arbor Day
celebrations have been coordinated
since 2015 and have resulted in the
planting of more than 100 trees by
volunteers from the Village. The Tree
Board advertises the event, develops a
banner, coordinates planting
locations and tree selections,
provides refreshments and hosts the
event. Arbor Day celebrations have
focused tree plantings on:
•
•
•
•
•

Arbor Day celebration poster developed by the Tree
Board for the 2018 tree planting event.

2015 Mead Park – 2 trees planted
2016 School Street – 40 trees planted
2017 Municipal Park – 22 trees planted, including custom plaques identifying tree
species
2018 Church Street – 22 trees planted
2019 Rothbury Circle – 25 trees planted

Tree City USA

Tree City USA is a program sponsored by The National Arbor Day
Foundation in cooperation with the USDA Forest Service and state forestry
agencies. It provides direction, technical assistance, public attention, and
national recognition for urban and community forestry programs. To
receive Tree City USA designation four standards must be met including:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Designated Tree Board or Department
A Tree Ordinance
Tree Care Budget of at least $2 per capita
An Arbor Day Celebration and Proclamation

13
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The Village of Victor has received the Tree City USA honor for four
consecutive years since 2015. In addition, the Village also received the
National Arbor Day Foundation’s Growth Award in 2016, 2017 and 2018. The
Growth Award is given by the Arbor Day Foundation to recognize higher
levels of tree care by participating Tree City USA communities. It highlights
innovative programs and projects as well as increased commitment of
resources for urban forestry and provides an opportunity to share new
ideas and successes across the country.

Mayor Gary Hadden
delivering the Arbor Day
proclamation on Arbor
Day 2018. The
proclamation is one
requirement of being a
Tree City USA.

14
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Education and Public Outreach

Section 153-4.10 requires that the Tree Board report annually to the Village Board by
“detailing the Board's accomplishments for the year, including plantings, educational
outreach, activities coordinated with other committees and boards.” The Tree Board has
consistently provided outreach and education to residents through its Facebook page and
articles written for the Victor Voice newsletter, which is published three times per year by
the Town of Victor. Tree Board events such as Arbor Day are often written about or
publicized in the Canandaigua-based newspaper the Daily Messenger.
Section 153-4.3 also recommends that the Tree Board “provide advice and consultation
regarding trees to the Village Board, Village employees and private citizens residing in the
Village of Victor.” The Tree Board has met with residents on numerous occasions on tree
planting, tree maintenance and Arbor Day event planning. It has actively engaged in
outreach to Victor High School, and high school students have contributed to Arbor Day
events and attended Tree Board meetings. It has participated in the annual Hang Around
Victor Day by distributing educational information during the event.
The Board has cooperated with Victor Hiking Trails on the distribution of tree
seedlings on Arbor Day, and sponsored a Small Tree Pruning workshop for
residents in 2018 at Municipal Park. The Tree Board has also installed in-ground
tags on selected trees in Municipal Park to aid in identification.
Tree Board members have also attended the state-wide New York ReLeaf annual
conferences that take place in various locations across the State, and in local
Region 8 ReLeaf programs in western New York.
Arbor Day tree
planting in Victor
Municipal Park.
The Village’s
consulting arborist
provides guidance
on tree selection
and the DPW
assists in tree
planting. The green
bags on the trees
are slow-release
watering bags that
the Village uses on
all newly planted
trees.
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Tree Planting

Tree planting in the Village is coordinated by the Tree Board and DPW. All potential
planting sites are reviewed by the consulting arborist who also provides recommendations
for tree planting species for each site. The DPW is responsible for installation of all trees
not planted during the Arbor Day event. Watering newly planted trees is accomplished by
slow release water bags that are installed at the time of planting and are filled periodically
by the DPW. The Village has avoided planting any maple species on the street right of way
or parks as a result of the 2014 tree inventory that showed an over population of maples in
the Village.
The Tree Board has developed a procedure for responding to requests from residents for
tree planting in the right of way based on the Village Code (Appendix 2A). Section 153.6 of
the Village Code states: “Any tree that must be removed shall be replaced by new tree
planting, except in unusual circumstance." A “Master Tree List” is identified in Section 153-4
of the Code to guide species selection for planting on public property in the Village. The
current Master Tree List is provided in Appendix 3.

Tree Pruning and Removal
The Village Tree Board has developed a procedure for review and evaluation of any tree
requiring pruning or removal requests in the Village (Appendix 2B). The procedure ensures
that any required tree maintenance work is reviewed by the Village’s consulting arborist and
the trees are clearly marked in the field by the Tree Board and DPW before any work
commences.
Requests for work come to the Tree Board from residents and from field observations by
the DPW or Board members and are recorded in the inventory software. The Village does
not currently have a formal procedure for reviewing the tree population annually for
removals or pruning, or after significant storms. The tree inventory was completed in 2014
and all the designated tree priority pruning and removal work from that survey has been
completed in the Village.

Tree Inventory and Data Management Software

The tree inventory of street and park trees currently in use by the Village was conducted in
2014 by Urban Forestry LLC. Tree inventory data collection specifications are needed to
guide future inventory work and to update the current data. Much of the street tree
inventory data has not been updated since the original inventory.
The inventory data are kept up to date by Tree Board members using Urforian online
management software. Street tree data are updated when trees are planted or removed, or
when field reviews are conducted by the tree board in conjunction with the DPW and
consulting arborist. Several streets with very low tree densities are still to be inventoried and
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added to the management software. Population characteristics based on the tree inventory
data are summarized in Section 2.

Rochester Gas and Electric

Pruning of Village trees near distribution electric wires is done periodically by contractors
hired by Rochester Gas and Electric Company (RGE). As a result of working with RGE by
the Tree Board, an agreement on notification and pruning review has been established with
the Village (Appendix 2C). The agreement states that annually, at the beginning of the year,
RGE will notify the Village Tree Board of its plans for pruning that year, and will meet with
the Village’s Tree Board, DPW, and consulting arborist to review the pruning plans. The
Village has retained the right to stop any RGE pruning if contractor issues arise after pruning
commences.

Tree Risk, Storm Damage and Invasive Pest Management

The Village currently does not have formal tree risk, storm damage or invasive pest
management plans or procedures. The Village tree population was inventoried in 2014 and
priority maintenance work identified in that inventory has been completed. Priority
maintenance work is also identified in the Village from service requests from the public and
work that is identified in the field by the DPW or Tree Board. Formal practices to identify
priority maintenance (pruning and removal) are being evaluated as part of this plan.
The DPW has assumed the responsibility of storm damage cleanup and contracting on an
as-needed basis in the Village. The need for a more formal storm damage plan has been
evaluated and recommendations are made as part of this plan.
Several invasive pests are currently in New York
and could impact the tree resource. However,
the Village does not have a formal invasive pest
plan. Tree Board members and the consulting
arborist have attended educational seminars and
are aware of the potential impact of invasive
pests on the local tree population. The Tree
Board already has acted on emerald ash borer
and selectively removed or treated ash on public
property affected by this pest.

DEC Grant Application

The Village Tree Board completed two DEC
Urban and Community Forestry grant
applications through the State's online Gateway
A white ash tree in Municipal Park being treated
Grant system. The Tree Board invested more than for emerald ash borer. The efforts of the Tree
250 additional hours completing the grants each
Board resulted in treatment of 11 ash trees that
were worth saving. [Photo credit: Bill Bross,
year in 2017 and 2018. This is an exceptional time
commitment for a volunteer board given that most Village Tree Board Member]
State grant applications by municipalities are
completed by consultants or by County-level grant writers.
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Section 2
State of the Urban Forest

P

ublicly managed trees in the Village of Victor are located in the 17 miles of public
street right of way and in three parks. This Section details the diversity, size,
condition, and maintenance need of those trees at the time of the writing of this plan.
Management recommendations based on this review are provided in Section 3.

Street Trees
Total Number of Street Trees and Stocking

There are 537 street trees currently inventoried in the Village,
along with 81 open planting sites for a total of 618 trees and
sites. This is a stocking rate of 87%. Planting sites are
classified by tree size at maturity the site can hold (Table
2.0). This is a function of the amount of space available for a
tree and any overhead restrictions such as electrical
distribution wires.

Table 2.0

Number and Size of Open
Street Planting Sites in the
Village

Planting Site Type

Number

Planting Site Large

24

Planting Site Medium

20

Planting Site Small

32

Planting Site Upright

5
Total

Species and Genus Diversity of
Street Trees

There are 45 different tree species (Table 2.1) and 70 different tree species when cultivars
and varieties are included on the streets of the Village (Appendix 4). Norway maple is the
most common species at 18.5%, followed by silver maple at 13.5 %, and honeylocust at
nearly 10%. Crabapple, callery pear, and Freeman maple (a hybrid cross between red and
silver maples) are greater than 5% but less than 10% of the total population.
Frequency of different genera are presented in Figure 2.0. The maple genus (Acer)
comprises over 46% of the tree population, while honeylocust, crabapple and pear (Pyrus)
are nearly 10%. These four genera make up over 75% of the street tree population. The oak
genus (Quercus), at nearly 5% of the total population, and sycamore/London planetree, at
just over 3%, are the next most common genera in the Village.
Most urban forestry experts recommend that to avoid catastrophic losses from pests or
other agents, no single tree species should make up more than 5% of the total tree
population and no genus over 10%. Given this recommendation, there should be no more
planting of maples, honeylocust, and callery pear, and limited planting of crabapple on
Village streets.

81
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Table 2.1

Street Tree Species Distribution in The Village
Common Name
Maple, Norway
Maple, Silver
Honeylocust
Crabapple, X Flowering
Pear, Callery
Maple, X Freeman
Maple, Sugar
Maple, Red
Planetree, London
Oak, Northern Red
Lilac, Japanese Tree
Hackberry, Common
Hawthorn, Species
Coffeetree, Kentucky 'Expresso'
Oak, Swamp White
Serviceberry
Cherry, Sargent
Yellowwood, Chinese
Horsechestnut, Common
Ash, White
Linden, Littleleaf
Mountain Ash, Oakleaf
Oak, English
Oak, Pin
Ginkgo
Ash, Green
Cherry, X Hybrid 'Accolade'
Chokecherry, 'Canada Red'
Dogwood, Kousa
Linden, American Basswood
Linden, Silver 'Sterling'
Magnolia, Species
Oak, Species
Redbud, Eastern
Spruce, Colorado Blue
Yellowwood, American
Cherry, Japanese Flowering
Sweetgum, American
Beech, American
Buckeye, Yellow
Catalpa, Northern
Cherry, Higan 'Autumnalis'
Cherry, X Hybrid 'Pink Cloud'
Mulberry, Red
Silverbell, Carolina 'Rosea'
Total Number of Trees

Number
99
73
53
51
44
35
23
19
18
12
11
10
7
6
6
6
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
537

Percent
18.4
13.5
9.8
9.5
8.2
6.5
4.3
3.5
3.3
2.2
2.0
1.9
1.3
1.1
1.1
1.1
0.9
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
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Figure 2.0

Frequency of Common Street Tree Genera in The Village
and
Size Distribution
in The Village
Genus
Percent of Population

The maple genus
(Acer) comprises over
46% of the tree
population, while
honeylocust, crabapple
and pear (Pyrus) are
nearly 10%. These four
genera make up over
75% of the street tree
population.

Street Tree Age/Size Distribution

Tree diameter is a proxy for tree age, and diameter distribution is presented in Figure 2.1.
This distribution is based primarily on 2015 street tree inventory data. The recent street tree
plantings are evident in the diameter distribution by the relatively large number (over 1/3 of
the total population) of trees that are 3 inches or less in diameter.
Figure 2.1

Street Tree Diameter Distribution
by Size Class in The Village

Diameter Class (inches)

A substantial
proportion of the
population is
moderate sized
trees in the 7-to18-inch diameter
classes. The
frequency plot
also shows the
relatively low
number of large
diameter trees, as
less than a quarter
of the population
is greater than 18
inches in diameter.
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After large diameter trees, the greatest deficiency is in the 4-to-6-inch diameter class, which
is likely the result of the lack of planting prior to the tree board’s tree planting efforts.
For comparison, a desirable street tree size or age distribution consists of 40% of trees
under 8 inches in diameter, 30% in the 8-to-16-inch size class, 25% in the 16-to-24-inch
diameter range, and the remaining 10% in larger sizes. Except for the gap in the 4-to-6-inch
diameter class, the Village generally meets this desirable population structure.

Street Tree Species and Diameter Distribution
The diameter distribution of the common tree species in the Village is presented in Table
2.2. This shows that nearly all the large diameter trees in the Village are Norway, silver, and
sugar maples, or honeylocust. As Figure 2.1 shows, as these large diameter species
transition out of the population, there the number of species that are large in size at
maturity to replace them in the existing population is low. Therefore, large trees at maturity
should be favored in planting sites that can hold these species to continue to bolster the
large-size-at-maturity trees species.
Table 2.2

Diameter Distribution of The Common Street Tree Species in The Village
Diameter Class (inches)
Common Name

1
to
3

4
to
6

7
to
12

13
to
18

19
to
23

24
to
29

30
to
35

35
to
40

41
+

Maple, Norway

2

7

34

29

16

10

0

1

Maple, Silver

0

0

3

8

5

13

19

Pear, Callery

28

7

7

2

0

0

Honeylocust

17

1

18

13

4

Maple, X Freeman

2

15

17

1

Maple, Sugar

2

3

5

Maple, Red

5

2

Planetree, London

6

Crabapple, X Flowering

Number

Percent

0

99

18.5

16

9

73

13.6

0

0

0

44

8.2

0

0

0

0

53

9.9

0

0

0

0

0

35

6.5

4

3

3

2

1

0

23

4.3

10

1

1

0

0

0

0

19

3.5

0

2

6

3

1

0

0

0

18

3.4

38

1

3

9

0

0

0

0

0

51

9.5

Oak, Northern Red

7

0

2

3

0

0

0

0

0

12

2.2

Hackberry, Common

10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

10

1.9

Lilac, Japanese Tree

11

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11

2.0

Coffeetree, Kentucky 'Expresso'

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

1.1

Oak, Swamp White

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

1.1

Cherry, Sargent

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

0.9

Serviceberry, Allegheny 'Cumulus'

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

1.1
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Biological health (the condition of leaves, twigs, bark and living parts of the tree), and
structural condition (the mechanical condition of wood and branch structure) are presented
in Figures 2.2 and 2.3, respectively. Nearly 87% of the population is in fair or better
biological health, while only 13% were rated in poor condition. Over 95% of the population
is in fair or better structural condition.
Figure 2.2

Biological Health of Street Trees in The Village

Condition Class

Figure 2.3

Structural Condition of Street Trees in The Village

Condition Class
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Street Tree Maintenance Needs
The maintenance needs recorded in the
inventory are presented in Table 2.3. The
most common maintenance need is
standard maintenance pruning that is
usually done on a systematic schedule.
The large number of Prune Mature
Large and Prune Young (pruning needed
by small and recently planted trees) is
reflective of the population age
structure in the Village. There are 236
small or recently planted trees that are 6
inches or less in diameter that should be
pruned on a three-year rotation to
establish good branch structure.

Table 2.3

Biological Health of Street Trees in The Village
Work Need

Number

Percent

Prune Mature Large

270

50.3

Prune Young

225

41.9

Prune Mature Small

19

3.5

Prune Reduce

9

1.7

Prune Safety

8

1.5

Remove

6

1.1

Over 50% of the population has Prune Mature Large recommended, indicating that these
trees require climbing or a bucket truck to prune. Pruning of mature trees without priority
maintenance is usually recommended at a 5-year interval. There are a small number of trees
(3.2% of the population) that have safety pruning needs or are recommended for crown
reduction because of biological or structural health concerns. A low number of trees are
also recommended currently for removals this year.
Other common maintenance needs in the Village not identified in Table 2.3 are updating the
Geographic Position System data in the street tree inventory (76 trees) and conducting
additional inspections (36 trees).
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Park Trees (Municipal Park and Harlan Fisher Park)
There are two public parks with trees in and near the Village: Municipal Park and Harlan
Fisher Park. The Village co-manages these parks with the Town of Victor. The Village Tree
Board has assisted the Town in an advisory capacity identifying maintenance needs in the
parks. However, budgets for and maintenance of these parks including the trees is the
responsibility of the Town of Victor. Therefore, the following summaries are provided to
benefit the Village in advising the Town in making future management decisions.

Harlan Fisher Park

Species Distribution
The inventory of Harlan Fisher Park is
incomplete, but 28 trees have been
inventoried in this park thus far. The park is
dominated by native deciduous species,
many of which were probably present
when the park was created. Red maple is
the most common species with white ash,
silver maple, American basswood, beech,
and several native oaks and other
hardwoods making up the rest of the
diverse population (Table 2.4).
Size Distribution
Harlan Fisher appears to contain mostly
moderate- to large-sized trees with
relatively few small diameter stems. Over
60% of the trees are 13 inches or greater in
diameter, while only 18% are less than 7
inches in diameter (Figure 2.4).

Table 2.4

Species Diversity in Harlan Fisher Park*
Common Name

Number

Percent

Maple, Red

4

22.2

Ash, White

3

16.7

Hawthorn, Species

3

16.7

Maple, Silver

3

16.7

Basswood, American

2

11.1

Beech, American

2

11.1

Maple, Sugar

2

11.1

Oak, Black

2

11.1

Oak, Northern Red

2

11.1

Ash, Green

1

5.6

Cherry, Black

1

5.6

Hickory, Shagbark

1

5.6

Ironwood

1

5.6

Oak, White

1

5.6

Total

28

*The park has only been partially inventoried.
Figure 2.4

Diameter Distribution of Trees at Harlan Fisher Park

Condition Class
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Tree Health or Condition
Biological and structural health of trees in Harlan Fisher are presented in Figures 2.5 and
2.6. Most trees are in fair or poor condition in both health and structure. However, the initial
inventory was conducted to identify poor condition trees or those trees requiring priority
maintenance, so the data may be skewed toward poor condition trees.

Figure 2.5

Biological Health by Condition Class at Harlan Fisher Park

Condition Class

Figure 2.6

Structural Condition of Trees at Harlan Fisher Park

Condition Class
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Table 2.5

Species Frequency for Municipal Park

Species Distribution
There are 72 trees in the mowed areas
of Municipal Park, with 24 different
species. White ash makes up 19% of
the population with red oak, red
maple, London planetree and swamp
white oak all between 5 and 10% of the
trees present. Nineteen other species
make up the remainder of the
population.
Diameter/Age Distribution
Diameter distribution for Municipal
Park is shown in Figure 2.7. The
majority of trees are in the 1 to 3-inch
class as a result of recent planting
efforts in the park. Most of the larger
diameter trees are white ash that were
protected from emerald ash borer or
are cottonwood or silver maples
remaining from when the park was
built.

Common Name

Number

Percent

Ash, White

14

19.2

Planetree, London

7

9.6

Oak, Swamp White

6

8.2

Oak, Horthern Red

6

8.2

Poplar, Tulip

4

5.5

Maple, Red

3

4.1

Coffeetree, Kentucky

3

4.1

Hackberry, Common

3

4.1

Elm, Hybrid

3

4.1

Redwood, Dawn

3

4.1

Spruce, Norway

2

2.7

Fir, Species

2

2.7

Cherry, Black

2

2.7

Catalpa, Northern

2

2.7

Boxelder

2

2.7

Birch, River

2

2.7

Redbud

1

1.4

Maple, Sycamore

1

1.4

Maple, Silver

1

1.4

Larch, American

1

1.4

Hickory, Shagbark

1

1.4

Ginkgo

1

1.4

Crabapple, Species

1

1.4

Cottonwood

1

1.4

Total

Figure 2.7

Diameter Distribution of Trees in Municipal Park

Diameter Class (inches)

72
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Tree Health or Condition
The tree health and structural condition of the trees in Municipal Park are presented in
Figures 2.8 and 2.9, respectively. The majority of trees in the park are in good or better
condition, a reflection of the young tree population in the park, the removal of emerald ash
borer infested trees, and the treatment of the borer of selected trees that have responded
well to the insecticide injection.
Figure 2.8

Tree Biological Health Condition Classes for Municipal Park

Condition Class

Figure 2.9

Tree Structural Condition for Municipal Park

Condition Class
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i-Tree Environmental and Cost-Benefits Analysis
i-Tree environmental and
economic cost benefits are
provided through a series
of software programs
developed by the USDA
Forest Service (itree.org). Village street
and park tree data were
analyzed by uploading it
to the iTree Streets
application. Cost data for
the Village tree program
was obtained from 2018
expenditures for planting
and maintenance costs.
Environmental values for
benefits are based on
both local costs (e.g.
electrical energy or
natural gas) and regional
and national costs (air
pollution, carbon, and
aesthetic values).
The resulting annualized
benefits are summarized in
Table 2.6 and Figure
2.10, and by common
species (Table 2.7). The
analysis shows that
Silver and Norway maple
by far produce the most
environmental benefit in
the Village because they
are the largest trees and
the highest frequency.

Table 2.6

i-Tree Streets Annual Environmental Benefits Summary for
Public Trees in the Village of Victor
Benefit

Definition

Energy

Cooling Energy Saved

Energy

Heating Energy

CO2 (carbon
dioxide)
CO2 (carbon
dioxide)

Air Quality
Stormwater
Aesthetic/Other
Total Benefits
Total Annual
Cost

Impact

Greenhouse gas
carbon dioxide
removed and avoided
Greenhouse gas
carbon dioxide stored
(not an annual benefit)
Ozone, particles, and
nitrogen dioxide and
other pollutants
removed or avoided
Stormwater runoff
avoided
Property value and
aesthetic contribution
Program expenditures

Total ($)

$/Tree

44.41
MWh
16,259
therms
209,718.50
lbs

$6222

$9.72

$22,894

$35.77

$692

$1.08

3,125,910
lbs

$ 10,315

$16.12

1,054
lbs

$5,294

$8.27

913,000
Gallons

$7,305

$11.41

$27,649

$27,649

43.20

$70,056.00

$109.49

Benefit/Cost

$2.76

$25,685

Table 2.7

Dollar Value of Environmental Benefits for the 10 Most Common
Street and Park Trees
Species

Average $ per Tree

Total Dollar Value

Silver Maple

$218

$16,595

Norway Maple

$140

$13,817

Honeylocust

$132

$6,984

Red Maple

$92

$5,602

White Ash

$198

$4,553

Sugar Maple

$146

$3,784

Callery Pear

$79

$3,463

London Planetree

$103

$2,482

Northern Red Oak

$81

$1,776

Crabapple

$27

$1,421
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Honeylocust, red maple and white ash also contribute significantly to the environmental
benefits value in the Village. Large trees at maturity generate the greatest environmental
benefit and value because the benefit is proportional to canopy size. The best practice to
maximize the impact of trees in the Village is to preserve mature trees where possible and
plant the largest tree at maturity for a site.

Figure 2.10

i-Tree Streets Annual Environmental Benefits Summary for
Public Trees in the Village of Victor

Energy

Cooling energy
saved &
heating

$29,116

Air Quality

benefits/year

Ozone,
particles & NO2 &
other pollutants
removed or avoided

Stormwater

Stormwater runoff
avoided

$7,305

benefits/year

$5,294

benefits/year

Aesthetic/Other

Property value &
aesthetic contribution

$27,649

benefits/year

Carbon Dioxide

Greenhouse gas carbon
dioxide removed & avoided

$11,007

benefits/year

In the Village of Victor, street and park trees produce more than $70,000
worth of environmental benefits annually, or about $110 per tree.
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Section 3
Urban Forest Management Goals
and Timelines

T

his section of the Community Forestry Management Plan identifies specific goals and
objectives to enhance the program in the coming years. The goals are identified as
ongoing, short term (1-3 years for action), medium term (3-5 years) and long term (5+
years). Specific objectives needed to reach each goal are also identified. These goals were
developed based on the current status of the urban forestry program in the Village and the
State of the Urban Forest as presented in Section 1 and 2, respectively.

Goals and Action Steps
Administration and Policy Related Goals and Action Steps
Tree Ordinance
GOAL

ACTION STEP

GOAL

ACTION STEPS

Update the Tree Ordinance to assist the Village in management of its
street and park tree population (3-5 years)
Review the current Tree Ordinance and make recommendations to
the Village Board on any updates deemed necessary by the Tree
Board
Evaluate the need for including regulation in the Village Code for
protection of trees on private property for development or
construction projects (3-5 years)
§ Review codes from other municipalities that protect trees during
development
§ Determine if need and support exist in Victor to regulate protection
of private trees in the Village
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Tree Board
GOAL

ACTION STEPS

Formalize existing Tree Board policies on tree planting, pruning,
removal, interaction with the DPW, RGE, and Village Board in a Tree
Board Administrative and Policy document (3-5 years)
§ Gather all existing documents and put together in a single
document
§ Update these procedures and policies based on current practices
§ Present updated procedures and policies to the Village Board

DPW & Tree Board
GOAL

Continue to foster cooperation between the Tree Board and the
DPW on street tree management in the Village, and identify where
defined roles might need additional clarification (ongoing)

ACTION STEPS

Where possible, define and clarify management responsibilities of
the Tree Board and DPW, including:
§ Planting
§ Structural pruning of recently planted trees
§ Management of systematic pruning of large trees
§ Storm damage management
§ Tree Inventory and software data management
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Arbor Day, Tree City USA, and Education & Outreach
GOAL

Continue to coordinate and celebrate Arbor Day annually to comply
with National Arbor Day Foundation Tree City USA requirements
(ongoing)

ACTION STEP

Plan how to celebrate Arbor Day tree planting in the future with
the decreasing availability of tree planting sites in the Village

GOAL

Continue to gain National Arbor Day Tree City USA and Growth
Awards (ongoing)

ACTION STEPS

GOAL

ACTION STEPS

§ Continue to maintain the Tree Board functions and budgets to
meet the awards standards

§ Apply annually for both awards

Continue education and outreach actions by the Tree Board
(ongoing)
§ Maintain current contributions to Victor Voice, Hang Around
Victor Day, Facebook, and engaging Victor High School students
§ Distribute information on the Community Forest Management Plan
to local newspaper media and other outlets when it is available

Rochester Gas & Electric
GOAL

Continue annually to work with RGE to review any pruning or
removal work planned for street trees in the Village and add policy
to Administrative and Policy document (ongoing)

ACTION STEPS

§ Review existing policy with RGE and add to Administrative and
Policy
document and follow current guidelines until updated
§ Work with RGE cooperatively to identify potential removals under
distribution electric wires and re-plant wire-friendly trees
§ Identify electrical distribution wire-friendly trees and continue to
work with RGE in cooperatively planting these trees in appropriate
locations
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Tree Management Goals and Actions
Tree Inventory & Software Maintenance
GOAL

Develop tree inventory data collection specifications to support field
data collection and entry into Urforian (1- 3 years)

ACTION STEPS

§ Write specifications for all data fields
§ Add data collection specifications to Administrative and Policy
document

GOAL

Finish the street tree inventory of the rest of the Village and add data
to Urforian inventory software (1-3 years)

ACTION STEPS

GOAL

Determine most efficient means to complete the remaining
inventory and complete the field data collection
Keep the street tree inventory and data in Urforian up to date for the
entire Village and add the procedures to the Administration and
Policy document (1-3 years)
§

ACTION STEPS

GOAL

§

Determine the best means to record work completed in the
Village by DPW and contractors
Develop a tree inventory and software procedures document to
identify who is responsible for entering data and how to enter
data into Urforian inventory software.

§

Update the inventory for maintenance, size and health on all
large diameter trees in the Village (1-3 years)

§

Determine the most efficient means to update the entire
inventory of 537 trees and 81 planting sites
Plan and budget to update the inventory and software

ACTION STEPS
§
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Tree Planting
GOAL

Revise the existing Master Tree List required by the Tree Ordinance
(1-3 years)

§
ACTION STEPS

GOAL

ACTION STEPS

§

Update the Master Tree List to reflect species diversity goals
based on current and projected species diversity on Village streets
Update the Master Tree List to represent existing or threatening
invasive pests

Include the Tree Board tree planting policy in the Administrative and
Policy document (1-3 years)

§
§

Review the existing Tree Board planting policy
Include planting stipulations in the Village Code

Street Tree Planting & Population Structure
GOAL

Increase stocking rate to over 95% over next 3-5 years (3-5 years)

ACTION STEPS

§ Replace (where appropriate) any tree that is removed
§ Plant an additional 50 total new sites over the next five years
o Review all sites prior to planting and plant the highest quality
sites present in the Village

GOAL

Increase and preserve the population of trees that are large-size-atmaturity in the Village (ongoing)

ACTION STEPS

§ Emphasize planting on sites that can grow large and medium trees
§ Preserve large diameter trees in the Village where possible
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Tree Pruning & Maintenance

GOAL

Establish a systematic pruning program for all large diameter trees in the
Village (1-3 years)

ACTION STEPS

§ Break the Village into 5 or 6 management areas with approximately
equal number of trees so all trees in management areas can be pruned
together
§ Develop a pruning specification for contractor pruning of Village trees
§ Identify and budget for systematic pruning (where all trees in an area
are pruned together, usually by a contractor) of trees greater than 7
inches in diameter on a 5-or 6-year rotation
§ There are 300 trees greater than 7 inches in diameter, therefore prune
50 to 60 large trees annually
§ Review all large tree pruning work after work is completed
§ Update Urforian inventory software with work completed

GOAL

ACTION STEPS

Prune small trees (1 to 6 inches in diameter) on a 3-year rotation with
Village DPW crews (1 to 3 years)
§ Provide training to DPW staff on small tree pruning
§ Prune all small trees in two of the 5 or 6 management areas per year
o There are 197 trees 1 to 3 inches and 39 trees 4 to 6 inches in
diameter
§ Review all small tree pruning after work is completed
§ Updated Urforian inventory software

Species Diversity
GOAL

No planting of tree species that are 5% or more of the total street tree
population and 10% of the total genera in the Village (ongoing)

ACTION STEPS

§ No additional planting of maples (Acer), honeylocust or callery pears
§ Limit planting of crabapple (Malus) that is approaching 10% genus
level limits

GOAL

Revise the existing Master Tree List required by the Tree Ordinance (1-3
years)

ACTION STEPS

§ Update the Master Tree List to reflect species diversity goals based
on current and projected species diversity on Village streets
§ Update the Master Tree List to represent current existing or
threatening invasive pests
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Tree Risk Management

GOAL

Develop policy for identifying priority tree pruning and removal work in
the Village (1-3 years)

ACTION STEPS

§ Identify actions and responsibilities of the Tree Board and DPW to
annually identify and complete priority maintenance in the Village
street tree population.
§ Add this policy and actions to the Administrative and Policy
Document

GOAL

Complete all priority maintenance work currently identified in Urforian
software (ongoing)

ACTION STEPS

GOAL

ACTION STEPS

GOAL

§ Use DPW or contractor to complete priority maintenance using
each current year’s budget
§ Record completed work in Urforian software
Survey the Village annually to identify and complete any priority
maintenance (ongoing)

§ Update Urforian software with priority maintenance work
§ Use DPW or contractor crews to complete the priority maintenance
work prior to the following spring

Village DPW or consultant visually assess large diameter trees on all
Village streets in the late fall or early winter

ACTION STEPS

§ Update Urforian software with priority maintenance work
§ Use DPW or contractor crews to complete the priority maintenance
work prior to the following spring

GOAL

Use the updated tree inventory and annual survey of the Village to plan
and budget for priority maintenance and pruning (1-3 years)

ACTION STEP

Budget each year to complete this priority maintenance in the next 3
years
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Storm Damage Planning
GOAL

Develop a storm damage management plan to further enhance existing
storm damage practices (1-3 years)
§

ACTION STEPS

GOAL

§

Document current storm damage management practices used by the
DPW
Outline contingency plans in case of large-scale catastrophic ice or
wind events

Continue to survey Village trees after major storm events (ongoing)

§
ACTION STEPS

§

DPW to identify and complete priority pruning or removals after
storms
Update work identified and completed in Urforian software

Invasive Pests
GOAL

Continue to manage the street tree population diversity with recognition of
the potential impact of invasive pests (ongoing)
§

ACTION STEPS

GOAL

§

Develop an Invasive Pest Management Plan (3-5 years)
§

ACTION STEPS

Periodically review susceptibility of population to existing or new
pests
Tree Board members will keep updated on invasive pests by attending
New York ReLeaf conferences and seminars

§
§

§

Develop list of the known invasive pests that might impact the
Village’s tree resource
Review existing threatening invasive pest species relative to the
Village’s tree species distribution
Develop basic procedures to keep up to date on invasive pests
Develop action steps when invasive pests are identified in the Village
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Park Trees Policy - Municipal Park & Harlan Fisher Park
GOAL

ACTION STEPS

GOAL

Continue to cooperate in an advisory capacity to the Town of Victor on
the management of trees in Municipal Park and Harlan Fischer Park
(ongoing)

§

§

Provide advice to the Town on current planting, pest management and
tree maintenance issues in the parks (Ongoing)
§
§

ACTION STEPS

Provide consulting advice on management of trees in both parks
Present data from management plan from these parks to the Town

§
§

§

Structural pruning of recently planted trees in both parks
Assist with the ongoing emerald ash borer treatment timing and
evaluation
Recommend action on the dead and dying ash in wood edges and
large stand of ash in Municipal Park near shelter
Priority maintenance in Municipal Park
Poor tree condition and priority maintenance in Harlan Fischer Park
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Section 4
Annual and Future Budgets

S

ection 3 identified the ongoing and future goals of the Community Forestry

Program in the Village. This Section presents the annual and “special projects”
budgets that are likely needed to accomplish these goals. Special projects
would be one-time expenditures and are not included in the annual budget.
The annual budget is based on known or likely requirements for continuing the program
each year using the goals in Section 3 (Table 9). These are the projected costs to run the
Community Forestry Program from year to year. Based on this projected budget, the urban
forestry program works out to approximately $11.74 per capita. The projected budget can be
compared to previous year’s budgets of $32,792 in 2015-2016, 24,918 in 2016-2017, and
$19,347 in 2017-2018.
Table 4.0.
Annual Tree Budget Requirements Based on Goals Established
for The Village of Victor in This Management Plan
Task

Description

Provider/Type

Number

Cost per
Unit

Units Type

Total Cost

Comments

Pruning

Large Tree
Systematic

Contract/DPW

50

$200.00

Trees

$10,000.00

Pruning

Small Tree
Structural

DPW

80

$50.00

Hours

$4,000.00

Pruning

Request

DPW

8

$150.00

Trees

$1,200.00

Planting
Planting

Trees
Trees

Nursery
Supplies

15
15

$100.00
$45.00

Per tree
Per tree

$1,500.00
$675.00

Planting

Trees

Labor

15

$100.00

Per tree

$1,500.00

6 management units and
300 trees total > 7” in
diameter = 50 trees per
year; Some could be
pruned by DPW, some
by outside contractor
6 management units,
236 small trees; 2
management units per
year; one hour per tree;
80 trees per year
3 hours per tree; pruning
requests from the public
Cost of Bare root trees
Gator bags, mulch,
stakes, ties
Labor to plant trees

Removal

Trees

8

$1,000.00

Per tree

$8,000.00

Miscellaneous

Supplies for
Tree Board

Contract or
DPW
Tree Board

7

$50.00

Supplies

$350.00

Software

Inventory Data
Management
Consulting
Arborist
Emergency

UrForian

1

$490.00

Subscription

$490.00

Urban Forest
Diagnostics
DPW

25

$100.00

Per hour

$2,500.00

1

$2,000.00

As needed

$2,000.00

Total
Per Capita

$32,215.00
$11.74

Consulting
Storm

537 trees; remove 1.5%
per year = 8
Miscellaneous supplies
for Tree Board activities
such as Arbor Day
Tree inventory data
management software
Consultant to Tree
Board
Storm damage work
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Special Projects
Special projects are presented as one-time annual expenditures that could be made
depending on whether the project is acted on by the Village Tree Board in any particular
year (Table 4.1). They would require approval of the Village Board and would be additional
expenditures beyond the normal operation of the street tree program.
Alternatively, the funding may come from outside sources such as State grants or other
avenues such as donations. The New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
has annual urban forestry grants that can cover tree maintenance, planting, and inventory
work. However, there should not be an expectation that the volunteer-based Village Tree
Board be encumbered with applying for these grants. In most communities, professional
grant writers or county-employed grant writers are used to apply for the State grants. The
projects that might be considered as special projects are presented in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1

Special Projects That May Require Additional Funding in Coming Years
Project

Description

Estimated Cost

Comments

Arbor Day Event

Large scale planting

$2,500

Park planting locations

Tree Inventory*

Update existing street tree
inventory

$2,500

Update, size, condition and
maintenance only

Re-Inventory**

Re-inventory of all street
trees with GPS***

$5,000

Use high accuracy GPS

Migrate data to GIS
software****

Add tree layer to existing
Village infrastructure
engineering system

$3,000

Outside engineering firm to
create new tree layer

Tree Maintenance

Tree Pruning

$50,000

Maximum DEC grant amount

Tree Planting

Tree Planting

$50,000

Maximum DEC grant amount

Emerald ash borer
treatment

Assist Town with cost of
treating ash in Municipal Park

$1,100

Treatment required every 2-3
years.

* and ** = the street tree inventory could either be partially updated or could be re-inventoried completely. Both
expenditures would likely not be needed.
***GPS = global positioning system; ****GIS = geographic information system
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Appendix 1
Village of Victor Tree Ordinance
Chapter 46
Trees / Vegetation
§ 46-1. Title; purpose; definitions; tree board, enforcement
A.
B.

This code shall be known as the "Tree / Vegetation Ordinance”.
Purpose;

In recognition of the environmental, health, and aesthetic benefits of its urban forest,
this ordinance establishes the policies, regulations, and standards pursuant to the planting,
maintenance, protection, preservation, removal and replacement of trees on public lands
within the Village of Victor; These provisions are enacted to:
1.
Establish the maximum sustainable amount of tree cover on public lands within
the Village
2.
Maintain village trees in healthy and non-hazardous condition through good
arboricultural practices
Establish and maintain appropriate diversity in tree species and age classes in
order to provide a stable and sustainable urban forest.
3.

§ 46-2

Jurisdiction;

A. The Village of Victor shall have full power and authority over all trees, plants and
shrubs (excluding grass) located within street rights-of-way, public parks, public right of
way or easement, and other public places in the village.
B. Conflict with other ordinances. In any case where a provision of this code is found
to be in conflict with a provision of any Zoning, Land development, safety or health
ordinance or code(s) of this municipality, the County of Ontario or the State of New
York, the provision which establishes the higher standard for the promotion and the
protection of the safety and health of the people shall prevail.
C.
Partial Invalidity; If any section of this Local Law shall be held unconstitutional,
illegal,
invalid,
or
otherwise
unenforceable,
the
remainder of the Local Law shall remain in full force and effect, and enforceable as such.
D.
Nothing in this code shall be deemed to abolish or impair existing remedies of the
municipality or its officers or agencies relating to the removal of tree(s) which is/are
deemed to be dangerous, unsafe or unhealthy.
§ 46-3

Definitions;

Comprehensive Tree Plan - Means a framework for public tree management that
includes an inventory of existing trees; identification of planting sites; prioritized planting
plan; standards for tree selection, sitting, and planting.
Master Tree List - Means a compilation of suitable and desirable types and species of
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Appendix 2a
Procedure for Responding to a Request by a Homeowner Who
Wishes to Have a New Tree Planted in Their Tree Lawn
and is Funded by the Resident
[revised 8/21/16]
In the event of a request from a homeowner to purchase a new tree in the tree lawn
of their property the following will take place:
1. The village arborist will assess the proposed planting location and enter the
request in the Urforian database.
2. If the site is suitable, the arborist will recommend a tree considering physical
location and diversity of species.
3. The arborist will review the information with the Tree Board at their next
meeting. If the site is unacceptable the request will be denied and
communicated to the resident in a letter signed by the Director of Public
Works, the village arborist and the Tree Board chairman.
4. If the planting site is acceptable and the Tree Board approves the arborist’s
recommendations, a request for a price quote would be sent to the Director
of Public Works.
5. A “Resident Letter of Approval” would be sent to the village resident stating the
tree selection and cost. Included in the letter will be instructions for payment
to the Village of Victor. The letter will be signed by the Director of Public
Works and the Tree Board Chairperson.
6. Once payment is received, plans will be made to purchase and plant the tree
by the Victor Village employees. The timing of purchase and planting will be
dictated by tree availability and optimum planting season.
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Appendix 2b
Procedure for Identification of Village of Victor Trees
in the Event of Required Tree Work
[Updated 7/20/16]
This procedure is in place to ensure that any tree work (trimming, pruning, removal,
etc.) is done on the pre-designated tree and not in error on another tree. The
determination of tree work will be done by a certified arborist with the tree work
typically contracted to a tree service.
1. The village’s consulting arborist evaluates health of tree and identifies any
necessary work. Assessment data will be entered into the Urforian database
for the Village of Victor.
2. A service request/work order for the tree work will be generated from
Urforian and distributed to the Tree Board for approval. Recommended tree
work, as approved by the Tree Board, will be reviewed with the Director of
Public Works (or designee) by the certified arborist and those trees will be
physically identified. A final work order will be sent to the contracted tree
service.
3. Trees designated for work will be clearly identified by the arborist and
Director of Public Works (or designee) via one or more of the following
methods:
a. Spray paint on trunk
b. Ribbon
c. Stake at trunk
d. Spray paint on sidewalk/road
e. Nail w/ numbered identifier on head driven in tree
f. Other
4. Upon arrival of contracted tree service, the Director of Public Works (or
designee), will review the work plan and identify specific trees designated for
work. Any additional tree identification will be done at that time.
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Appendix 2c
Communication Process for Tree Pruning & Removal
as Required by RG&E Within the Victor Village Limits
[Applies to trees located within the village rights-of-way and/or village owned trees.]
1. The RG&E system arborist will email the work/locations to include upcoming
work planned for the calendar year and email such locations to the tree
board chairperson, the director of public works and the village clerk (Pam
Hogenes). This email will be sent mid-January.
2. The RG&E system arborist (K.Fagan) will attend the Village of Victor tree
board meeting in January and discuss the pending work for the forthcoming
year. The village of victor director of public works (J.Turner) will be in
attendance. The meeting invite will be sent to the RG&E system arborist,
vegetation manager (B. Rettig), and RG&E public outreach (Veronica Dasher
and Ivette Torres).
3. A letter from RG&E will be sent to all village residents that reside at locations
where the work will take place. RG&E will strive to have the letters sent a
minimum of two weeks prior to the start of work -up to two months prior to
work commencing. In addition, an email of the pending work will also be sent
to the director of public works, tree board chairperson and the village clerk at
the time of letter mailing.
4. A door- to-door notification will take place by the contracted tree service. If
the resident is not home, a door card will be left at the residence of each
affected property. The door card will contain pertinent information as well as
contact information for the contracted tree service. RG&E and its contractor
will strive to conduct the door- to- door notification a minimum of three days
in advance of work.
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Appendix 2d
Procedure for Pre- and Post- Review of RG&E
Contracted Work for Tree Pruning and Removal
Pre-Work Review
1. RG&E system arborist will be supplying information of upcoming work
locations in January via email and in person attendance at the January Tree
Board Meeting.
2. The Village of Victor will identify any areas of concern and email the RG&E
system arborist requesting a field review at time of follow up notification
being made when circuit specific letters are sent out to customers/residents.
Bullet is specific to the Village of Victor and not part of RG&E/Village
communications.
Post-Work Review
1. The RG&E system arborist and the Victor arborist will jointly assess the
quality of work done by the contracted tree service, ideally the same day as
work start up, but no longer than the second business day). The results of the
field review will be communicated via email by the Village of Victor arborist
to the director of public Works, tree board chairperson, village mayor, RG&E
Arborist (K Fagan), RG&E Vegetation Management Manager (B Rettig), and
RG&E Public Outreach (Veronica Dasher and Ivette Torres).
2. In the event of mutually agreed unsatisfactory work, a “stop work” order will
be communicated to the RG&E Vegetation Management arborist and manager
if they are continuing work in the area. An immediate communication via
email of this circumstance will be communicated to the director of public
works, tree board chairperson and the Iberdrola Manager of Vegetation
Management (B. Rettig).
3. Corrective actions are to be undertaken in a timely fashion to ensure timely
completion of the necessary trimming/removal work.
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Appendix 3
Village of Victor/RG&E
The Village of Victor Tree Board has facilitated discussions with RG&E that have
resulted in an effective service provider/customer relationship. The primary effort
was to improve communications between RG&E, the Village of Victor Public Works
Department and the residents of the village. An annual review of all work planned
by RG&E for power line clearance within the village limits is reviewed by the RG&E
arborist, the Tree Board and the Director of Public Works. Prior to any work
initiated by RG&E, Tree Board members, Victor DPW and village residents are
notified of pending work.
Furthermore, a cooperative process was implemented for reviewing the planned
tree work prior to work starting as well as after each day of work. The participants
involved in the evaluation of the clearance work includes the RG&E arborist, the
village arborist, the Director of Public Works and the foreman of the contracted tree
service. Corrective actions, if any, are implemented at that point.
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Village of Victor Approved
Tree Species List
[Updated February 26, 2019]
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Appendix 5
Victor Tree Board Mission
The mission of the Tree Board is to enhance and improve our urban tree assets
through the following initiatives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain a computer-based inventory of all trees that reside on village
property
Promote the planting of tree species that are suitable for our environment as
well as their physical location
Strategize and emphasize a diversity of future tree plantings to avoid a
monoculture of species
Identify and preserve the fine specimens of older trees
Promote public awareness of the importance of our urban forest through
education, community plantings and maintenance of trees
Maintain the National Arbor Day Foundation’s status as Tree City USA for the
Village of Victor
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Appendix 6

Tree Board/DPW
A cooperative working relationship between the Village of Victor Tree Board and the
Village of Victor Public Works Department has proven to be an essential
component in the management of the village’s urban forest. This relationship has
allowed the village to move forward with plans that have resulted in a significant
improvement in overall tree health, the removal of diseased and dangerous trees,
large scale planting of trees in open sites and three extremely successful Arbor Day
events. Working hand-in-hand in an effort to beautify the Victor community, this
has served as a model of community volunteers working with village employees.
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Appendix 7
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